Multi-Focus Image Fusion seeks to improve the quality of an acquired burst of images with different focus planes. For solving the task, an activity level measurement and a fusion rule are typically established to select and fuse the most relevant information from the sources. However, the design of this kind of method by hand is really hard and sometimes restricted to solution spaces where the optimal all-in-focus images are not contained. Then, we propose here two fast and straightforward approaches for image fusion based on deep neural networks. Our solution uses a multiple source Hourglass architecture trained in an end-to-end fashion. Models are data-driven and can be easily generalized for other kinds of fusion problems. A segmentation approach is used for recognition of the focus map, while the weighted average rule is used for fusion. We designed a training loss function for our regression-based fusion function, which allows the network to learn both the activity level measurement and the fusion rule. Experimental results show our approach has comparable results to the state-of-the-art methods with a 60X increase of computational efficiency for 520 × 520 resolution images.
I. INTRODUCTION
Usually, the limited depth-of-field operation of digital cameras causes only one plane image to stay in focus while the others appear blurred. This focus plane is composed of all objects near a fixed focus point. Taking several shots with different focus points allows the capture of a burst of images where all focus planes become available. The process of reconstructing the entirely focused image by estimating the sharpest pixel values using frame information is named MultiFocus Image Fusion (MFIF). The resulting focused image is known in the literature as the all-in-focus image and is typically used for further computer processing. Thus, MFIF can be described as a pre-processing step that improves the quality of the acquired burst of images [1] , [2] . Applications of MFIF include, but are not limited to, medical and biological imaging, video surveillance and digital photography [3] , [4] . Many challenges, such as identifying the focus map in each frame, selecting the fusion function to combine the focus planes and performing a quick and reliable combination of images, remain as open issues, making the multi-focus image fusion an interesting problem to investigate.
Most of the existing MFIF method contributions rely on proposals of new activity level measurements and/or fusion rules to solve the task. However, in recent years, this practice has been simplified through the employment of deep convolutional neural networks (CNN), and several deep learning-based methods have been introduced to create faster and simpler MFIF approaches.
In this paper, we address the MFIF problem also with a deep learning approach but with the novelty of using an end-to-end hourglass architecture to learn a direct mapping between source frames and the latent all-in-focus image. Our network intrinsically learns a focus map that contains the Corresponding author: Fidel Guerrero Peña (email: fagp@cin.ufpe.br). clarity information after comparing the pixel-wise sharpness of source images. To achieve the all-in-focus image, a Convolutional Neural Network with a encoder-decoder scheme trained with high quality images and their synthetically multi-focus blurred versions is adopted to obtain the mapping. This synthetic COCO multi-focus dataset is generated during training, providing almost infinite samples with no acquisition cost. The main novelty of this idea is the joint learning of the focus map and the fusion rule through a simple CNN model, which overcomes the typical complexity faced by existing fusion methods. Our method falls into the spatial domain category and is independent of frame size and amount of sources. The network constructed is also faster than most of the existing algorithms because regress the all-in-focus image at once,
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differently from the other traditional patch-based algorithms. Also, a commutative multiple sources model is adopted so fusion occurs equally independent of pair order.
II. RELATED WORK
The work most related to this research was proposed by Xiang Yan et al. [5] , which employs a structural similarity (SSIM) based loss function to achieve end-to-end unsupervised learning. Differently to our proposal, however, Xiang Yan et al. use a Siamese-based architecture with several intermediate average fusions. This is a common approach in image fusion [6] , [2] but it lacks flexibility when compared to multiple sources models where all frames are processed at the same time [7] . A drawback of [5] is that test images from Lytro Multi-focus Image dataset [8] were used for training, compromising the quality of reported results. Another method related to our approach is the segmentation-based model proposed by Liu et al. [6] . In their Siamese CNN method, the multi-focus image fusion is treated as a pixel classification problem. However, the post-processing required to combine the classification of each patch from the image increases the total execution time (see Table III ).
III. BACKGROUND
Several methods have been proposed in the past for image fusion and, particularly, for multi-focus image fusion. Depending on the adopted fusion, the methods can be classified either as a transform domain or a spatial domain-based approach [8] . While most methods fall into the first category, recent advances in neural networks have attracted the attention to spatial domain approaches, mostly due to performance improvements.
Transform domain methods. This class of method, such as in every transformation approach in computer vision, attempts to solve the problem in an alternate domain where finding the solution becomes simpler. In multi-focus methods, one usually transform the source images to a multi-scale domain, a subset of coefficients is selected or filtered from each source, and then a fusion of the decomposed coefficients is applied generating a reconstructed image in the corresponding domain. Finally, an inverse transform creates an all-in-focus spatial image. Main contributions in this area are in transformation selection, filtering of coefficients, and formulation of fusion rules. Some of the methods employ Gradient Pyramid [9] , Wavelet Transforms [10] , Contourlet Transform [11] and Discrete Cosine Transform [12] , [13] . These methods usually have higher computational costs due to the transform and inverse transform operations. Some methods do not even specify the domain, but they try to learn the best feature space to solve the problem. Examples include the approaches based on Independent Component Analysis and Sparse Representation [14] .
Spatial domain methods. Differently to the previous approach, methods in this category try to reconstruct the allin-focus image using intensity information. The formulation usually relies on the proposal of a focus metric that allows selecting the sharpest pixel within the sources. A sequence of filtering or morphological operations is also common in this kind of methods. Some of the most representative approaches include the Image Matting for fusion [15] and the Guided Filtering Fusion [16] , both proposed by Li, Kang and Hu with results comparable to transform domain strategies but without the associated computational cost incurred by transformations. However, their manually designed morphological filtering assumes specific priors that may not apply to all images.
Recent spatial methods use deep learning as an alternative to handcrafted solutions [6] , [2] , [5] . Their main contributions are on the creation of network architecture and training datasets. Since the proposed architectures are generally Siamese based, these methods use a local neighborhood feature approach where every pixel is classified either as blurred or sharp. Despite the apparent good results, morphological post-processing is still needed to resolve global features, e.g., filling holes. This increases the execution time as well as might add an unnecessary constraint to the solution space, no small holes, for example.
IV. PROPOSED METHOD
As mentioned above, we formulate the multi-focus image fusion problem as a multiple source segmentation/regression process where two frames are given to a Convolutional Heteroencoder and an RGB all-in-focus image is obtained.
We defined the set of all multi-focus image pair as
, is an RGB source image. We are given a training set S = {(x 0 , y 0 ), . . . , (x l , y l )}, with cardinality |S| = l, where x k ∈ X is a source image pair and y k : Ω → R 3 is an allin-focus ground truth image. Let x = (x A , x B ) be a generic source tuple of X and y its focused ground truth. Our goal is to find a fusion function f (x) which takes two sources frames with different focus as input and obtain a fused imagê y as close as possible to the latent image y,ŷ ≈ y. Note that a fusion function f must be independent to pair order and therefore must meet the commutative law. This is regarded as f (x) = f (x) wherex is the reverse order of the tuple x, x = (x B , x A ). Function f is then approximated here by UNet [17] , a well-known hourglass architecture. We ensure the commutative property through an appropriate training protocol as described later. Although f is bi-variable, a generalization for bursts x n = (x 0 , ..., x n ) with n + 1 frames can be defined as the n-th functional power
, where • represent the partial composition operation, e.g., Fig. 2 shows the overall process for multi-focus fusion of n frames. A detailed explanation for every stage is given below.
A. Dataset
As stated before, our target function f is approximated through a CNN, and training such a neural network to predict the latent focused image given two blurry inputs requires a vast amount of training data. To the best of our knowledge there is no public multi-focus image fusion dataset with the all-infocus ground truth available. Then, we synthetically generate our dataset to train the CNN. A potential idea would be to apply blur in some randomly selected patches of a sharp image y, and create the pair x with the blurred and sharp patches, e.g., if x A is blurred then x B is its corresponding sharp patch from y. This approach was used recently by Liu et al. [6] where the ISLR classification dataset was used to generate the training data. However, because our network is not a patch classification approach, the final input sources are required to contain a focus map where focused and blurred regions appear in the same frame. Following this idea the data generation method proposed in [2] simulate situations where an image patch include both focused and de-focused regions. This is done defining 12 masks of blurred and unchanged areas used as focus map. Nevertheless, this small size set of masks might be insufficient to model the latent focus maps space significantly. Also, we find it very expensive to create an MFIF dataset by hand, given the enormous amount of ground truth data required to train the network.
Here, we propose to generate our dataset by applying synthetic blur to randomly selected objects instances extracted from the MS COCO segmentation dataset [18] . This dataset contains highly varied real-world images collected from the internet and its segmentation ground truth. Let E = {(y 0 , g 0 ), . . . , (y m , g m )} be a panoptic segmentation set where y k is an image and g k is its segmentation mask, g k : Ω → {0, . . . , γ k } being γ k the amount of segmented objects. Let (y, g) be a generic tuple from E where there are γ segmented objects. Let Γ ⊂ {0, . . . , γ} be a randomly selected subset of objects of g. Then, can be defined a focus map set G = {p | c(p) ∈ Γ} where c(p) returns the object number assigned to pixel p, c : Ω → {0, . . . , γ}. A binary focus map
A Gaussian blur kernel h σ is created using a uniform generated standard deviation σ ∼ U (1, 5). Then, a blurred imageȳ = y * h σ is obtained by convolving the focused image with the blur kernel. Finally, a multi-focus input tuple
is generated on-the-fly using the focus map g b and the blurred and sharp versions of the frame y (Eq. 1).
A generated sample of our realistic synthetic dataset is shown in Fig. 3 , with the corresponding sharp image y and its segmentation mask g. Some objects randomly selected were taken as background leaving the rest in the foreground, Fig. 3 . Example of synthetic tuple x creation in our MFIF dataset using MS COCO image y and its segmentation mask g. The focus map g b was created using two classes as background and the other three objects as foreground. The blurred imageȳ and resulting sources (x A , x B ) are shown in the second row.
resulting in the focus map g b . Finally, the generated source frames are shown in the last row, computed according to Eq. 1. Hence, this approach gives nearly an infinite amount of training data. For fair evaluation, we employed the provided training and validation set split of the MS COCO dataset, and parameter optimization of the fusion network was applied to the training set only.
B. Multiple Sources Hourglass Network
To approximate the fusion function f we explored two ideas in the U-Net hourglass architecture. This is an encoder-decoder type of network where the first half of the layers contracts the width and heights of feature maps increasing the analyzed field of view. A significantly smaller representation is learned in the deepest block, forcing the identification of sufficiently relevant features to describe the inputs. Then, the second half of the layers acts as a reconstruction path leading to a feature space with the same width and height of those of the source inputs. Skipping connections linking the same depths in the encoder and decoder branches are used to localize and propagate high resolution features. The network does not have any fully connected layers and only uses the valid part of each convolution, e.g., the output map only contains the pixels, for which the full context is available in the input image [17] . An extension for multiple input sources is proposed here based on the results of [7] to learn a similarity function. The superiority of multiple source approaches was validated when compared with Siamese methods, which takes a single image as input in the feature extraction path. Nevertheless, we generalize here the scheme proposed by Zagoruyko et. al for single value regression, to full RGB images regression/segmentation tasks.
We present two variants of hourglass architectures to solve the multi-focus image fusion problem: HF-Seg and HF-Reg. Fig. 4 show general architecture.
Fusion map prediction (HF-Seg). Our first proposal uses the hourglass network for fusion map estimation. This is based For HF-Reg the output layer corresponds to the sharp image estimate. In the case of HF-Seg, the output layer is a 2-channel feature map, and each channel z i represents the probability of selecting the input source i.
on the ideas of [2] , [6] for obtaining a focus map. Differently to theirs, here the problem is cast as a segmentation process where our HF-Seg architecture (Fig. 4 receive two RGB sources as a 6-channels map x = (x A , x b ), and outputs is a Softmax layer, using for obtain two-channel segmentation map z = (z 0 , z 1 ). In practice, this segmentation map represents the predicted fusion map and its complement, z 0 = 1 − z 1 . After obtaining the focus map, the resulting fused image can be inferred by using a fusion rule. The fusion function f S is here expressed as the pixel-wise weighted-average rule of the network output [6] , [2] :
Training of such a network requires the ground truth of the fusion map for every input pair x to be known. However, during the generation of the synthetic source, the focus map g b is obtained. Then, the HF-Seg training is carried out by only using the Binary Cross Entropy (BCE) loss function:
where z = (z 0 , z 1 ) is the output of HF-Seg and g b is created as described in Section IV-A.
All-in-focus image regression (HF-Reg). Although the HFSeg approach is straightforward, the fusion rule has to be previously established (Eq. 2). Then, this network works better in problems where a focus map and a fusion rule can be used, such as in multi-focus image fusion. However, a more general model can be derived from the HF-Seg method to learn the best fusion rule for source combination automatically. This second proposal uses an end-to-end approach where the hourglass network is used to regress the all-in-focus image directly. Here, the fusion function input is also a 6-channels map. The architecture remains as a sequence of convolutions and max-pooling in the encoder and convolutions-upsampling blocks in the decoder. Differently to the previous approach, the output feature block is a 3-channel mapŷ corresponding to an RGB focused image. In this approach, the learning process requires an appropriate regression loss function rather than the BCE. Let in this context y = (y 0 , y 1 , y 2 ) be a ground truth image where y 0 , y 1 and y 2 are its RGB channels respectively. Similarly, the estimated RGB all-in-focus image is given bŷ y = (ŷ 0 ,ŷ 1 ,ŷ 2 ). Our regression loss function is defined as in Eq. 4, where ϕ α is an intensity dissimilarity function. Note that our loss is the sum of the mean distance for each channel, rather than the mean distance of all channels. This per-channel loss has shown to be better for color estimation because averaging the errors of the three channels usually lead to grayscale output space. Also, when values are regressed, the output space during training is not bounded as opposed to the previous segmentation approach. This lack of boundaries can bring difficulties to get an output map in the expected range. To this end, a regularization term that forces the convergence of minimum and maximum values of each channel was added to the loss function. This regularization term penalizes more severely fused images with low contrast or intensity values outside the interval [0, 1], assuring the output map to be in the right range in earlier training steps.
Among all dissimilarity functions available in the literature such as the Mean Square Error (MSE) and L1 norm, here we define ϕ α as the Normalized Positive Sigmoid (NPS) between two intensities parameterized by α:
Given the ground truth intensity y and the estimated intensityŷ, the minimum metric value is obtained whenŷ = y, ϕ α (y, y) = 0. Also, the maximum value is approximately 1 for α > 5, lim |y−ŷ|→∞ ϕ α = 1. However, with our NPS, a lower decay is observed when compared to the usual MSE and L1 approaches. This behavior forces the propagation of higher errors, even with small intensity differences. Fig. 5 shows the error mapping for the L1 norm, MSE, and NPS for different values of α, e.g., NPS6, NPS8 and NPS10 corresponding to α = 6, 8 and 10, respectively.
The simplicity of our network allows us to perform image fusion without further post-processing. Also, our approach is faster than most of state-of-the-art methods for MFIF. The network learns the best fusion function, and it is not limited to problems where the fusion map can be obtained, e.g., multimodal fusion, and multi-exposure fusion.
C. Implementation details
To fulfill the commutative law, required for all fusion functions, an appropriate training protocol was employed. For every generated tuple x = (x A , x B ), we also forward in the same minibatch the inversed tuplex = (x B , x A ). In the HFReg network training, any further ground truth modification forx is needed, because the all-in-focus image y remains the same. However, for the HF-Seg approach, the ground truth focus map needs to be inverted, e.g., 1 − g b , so the obtained reconstruction remains as close as possible to y.
Because the best pixel value that can be obtained belongs to one of the sources, e.g., the multi-focus image fusion problem can be seen as a selection problem where y(p) is either equal to x A (p) or x B (p), a posterior post-processing for selecting the nearest value can be applied. Letŷ be a fused image obtained by f R (x). The final all-in-focus image is obtained as follows:
V. EXPERIMENTS
To evaluate and validate our hourglass fusion networks were conducted several experiments. For comparison were used the Image Matting for fusion (IM) [15] , the variancebased image fusion in DCT domain (DCT) [12] and with consistency verification (DCT+CV) [13] , the Guided Filtering Fusion (GFF) [16] and the deep Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [6] approaches. We refer as Near the nearest source color post-processing explained in the previous section. The experiments were conducted over synthetic and real datasets with different amount of images within the burst.
We trained both networks over a synthetic multi-focus dataset as stated before. Was used the optimizer Adam [19] with its defaults parameters and the initial learning rate was set to 10 −5 . The number of epochs and minibatch size was 1000 and 3 respectively. For training purpose were applied random crops of 400 × 400 and mirroring. Networks initialization was made with normally distributed weights using Xavier's method [20] . For the test phase was used the size of the original images since after learning the kernels the networks are size invariant.
A. Commutativity
As stated before, all fusion functions must meet that no matter the order of the sources, the all-in-focus image must remain. Because the hourglass network input is a six-channel map, x andx are different objects, and therefore, the output might be different. However, due to the training protocol detailed in previous sections, the learned fusion function leads to approximately the same point in the output space for inputs x andx, ensuring the required commutative property. Fig. 6 shows two different pairs x from the real dataset, and the results obtained doing a forward of the tuple and its reverse into each proposed network. As can be seen no significant differences are observed in the all-in-focus images. The obtained mean squared error between f (x) and f (x) was in the order of 10 −5 for all images and can not be visually perceived. The property remained for all tested images.
B. MFIF metrics
Quantitative evaluation analysis for image fusion problems is a challenging task since the reference all-in-focus images are not known. Among the several proposals introduced in the literature, it is challenging to select which one is the best. We explore some of the most used metrics like Normalize Mutual Information Q M I , Tsallis Entropy Q T E , Nonlinear Correlation Information Entropy Q N CIE , Gradient-based Q G , Phase Congruency Q P , Piella-Heijmans Q S , and Chen-Blum Q CB . We follow Q M I Hossny definition because it reduces the bias of the original Q M I metric toward the sources. Every metric belongs to one of the four groups of objective assessment metrics, information theory, feature-based, structural similarity-based, and human perception inspired.
Higher metrics values mean better fusion quality. A detailed explanation of each metric can be found in [21] . Despite the generalized use of this metrics, we found that computing the agreement of the resulting image with every source, including blurred regions of the sources, may not represent a proper measurement of the fusion quality. Liu et al. [21] also arrive at this conclusion in their work "The lack of IQM-to-MIF metric correlation is because most fusion metrics count on how the input images are fused together rather than the quality of the fused image. Note: When the input images are of significantly different quality, we found that a fusion metric may lead to a confused judgment." An example of bias toward the source is shown in Fig. 7 . The first image in the figure refers to the output of our HFReg network without Near post-processing, followed by the same image after the nearest post-processing. Dummy A and Dummy B images correspond with the outputs of the methods that return exactly the source A and B, respectively. As can be seeing in the figure, most metrics get higher values when the output are one of the sources. This means that a dummy method that outputs an input image will get a better metric value than others that returns a visually acceptable all-focused image. The behavior is expected because most of the metrics find a quality value using the similarity between the resulting image with each source. Then, when an all-in-focus image is obtained with subtle colors variation respect to sources, the metrics values highly decrease as in the case of our HF-Reg network without Near. The values for dummies methods even super-passes most of the literature methods, so caution must be taken when using objective assessment metrics to give a conclusive result. We also compute the full reference Structural SIMilarity index (SSIM) between the resulting fused image and the all-in-focus ground truth in the synthetic dataset.
C. L1 vs MSE vs NPS
The first experiment has the objective to show the feasibility of our NPS loss function. The HF-Reg architecture was trained over the synthetic COCO multi-focus dataset but using L1, MSE and NPS6. Every 20 epochs the weights of the network were saved. Training hyper-parameters are the same described at the beginning of the section. After training during 1000 epochs, a synthetic multi-focus test dataset was created for evaluation purpose. This dataset is composed of 100 randomly selected images from the test data of the COCO panoptic segmentation, and then the multi-focus data creation previously described was applied. Despite the usefulness of L1 and MSE loss functions in other regression problems, we founded difficult to regress the appropriated all-in-focus image. The obtained output during different epochs of the training is shown in Fig. 8 for every training function over a real image from the Lytro dataset. No consistent learning was observed when used L1 or MSE loss function. However, with our NPS6 loss function the colors and contrast of the regressed image are well estimated even in earlier epochs.
The behavior is corroborated by the mean errors curve over the synthetic dataset (Fig. 9 ). This figure shows the mean L1 difference between estimated all-in-focus imageŷ and the ground truth y over different epochs. The y-axis is shown in log scale for better interpretation. With our NPS we succeed to obtain a visually good solution for the MFIF problem, and the error curve trending suggests that if further training is performed an even lower error can be obtained.
D. Two Source synthetic dataset
For evaluation purpose, we validate our method in the synthetic multi-focus test dataset. The dataset has 100 pairs with its corresponding all-in-focus ground truth. Because the reference image is known, the SSIM metric between the obtained reconstruction and the ground truth was used in the evaluation. Fig. 10 shows the obtained box plots over the SSIM metric for every tested method. As can be observed, a high mean with a small variance is seen in our HF-Seg approach that has nearly 1 SSIM for most of the pairs. Our HF-Reg also behaves well obtaining comparable results to GFF and lower variance respect to CNN. In three of the seven objective assessment metrics, our methods have higher mean and lower variance than the methods in the state-of-the-art (Table I) . However, despite the higher mean value in some references and multi-focus metrics, no statistically significant difference was measured for the results of the CNN, GFF, HF-Reg, and HF-Seg according to the Friedman test and Nemenyi post-hoc. For almost every pair in the synthetic test dataset the CNN, GFF, HF-Reg and HF-Seg approaches returns a similar focused image with very few differences in term of pixels colors. However, as stated before, sometimes the metrics can confuse the judgment of the fusion quality as in the example shown in Fig. 11 . For this pair CNN and GFF outperform our approaches for most metrics except Q T E and SSIM (Fig.  12) but, as can be seen, our networks outputs a better quality fusion result.
E. Two Sources real dataset
The Lytro two sources dataset was used to evaluate our methods over real multi-focus images pairs. This dataset has 20 pairs of multi-focused images captured with the Lytro camera that uses the Light-field technology, allowing to expand the depth of field after the image was taken. Because the all-infocus ground truth is not available, only the objective assessment metrics were used in this experiment. Table II shows that our method has a higher mean and lower variance in the first three metrics. For all metrics there was not a statistically significant difference in the values of our proposal with CNN and GFF approaches. Some examples of the obtained all-infocus images with our networks are shown in Fig. 13 .
An advantage of our proposal is that we do not apply any further morphological operation in the post-processing step. The problem with this kind of operations is that the size and shape of the structural elements restrict the solution space. An example of this is shown in Fig. 14 for the "golf" image of the Lytro dataset. A visually comparable result is obtained with CNN, GFF, HF-Reg, and HF-Seg. However, a closer inspection into the marked area reveals that, contrary to our proposal, the consistency verification steps in CNN and GFF causes the wrong fusion in the gap region.
F. Three Sources real dataset
To show the performance of our method with multiple sources, we used the Lytro 3 sources real dataset. The dataset has four triplets of multi-focused images also captured with the Lytro camera. The 3-functional power of fusion functions was computed in each case. Because the objective assessment metrics are defined for two sources, our evaluation was visual. As can be seen in Fig. 15 our method can correctly obtain an all-in-focus image. Here, a better reconstruction is obtained with the HF-Seg network for the keyboard triplet fusion. This result is obtained because the accumulation of errors during the fusion is worst when a regression is done.
G. Execution Time
To test the execution time, we use the original implementations proposed by the authors of the tested methods. We are aware that exist a faster implementation of the CNN method than the one in Matlab, so for a fair evaluation, we included the time reported by the authors in their paper [6] . All methods were tested on the same computer with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-6800K 3.40 GHz CPU and 64GB RAM. Our approaches use a GPU GeForce GTX 1070 with PyTorch deep learning framework. We do not consider the time to load the data for any method. The synthetic multi-focus image dataset with 100 pairs was used for the experiment. Three different image sizes 520×520, 260×260 and 130×130 were tested. Table III shows the average execution time over the 100 images pairs. As can be seen, our fusion approaches have high computational efficiency when compared with the other methods. This outstanding computation makes our method good for near real-time applications where the multi-focus fusion is required. As shown in the previous experiments, this high efficiency does not decrease the performance, that is comparable or superior in most situations to the state-ofthe-art.
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H. Applications of our HF-Reg
Although our HF-Reg network does not outperform the HF-Seg approach according to the metrics, its idea is more straightforward, end-to-end, more general, and powerful that the other approaches revised. Because the regression problem is more complicated than the classification one, we believe that more training is needed for obtaining better solutions. The referred network can regress an image that does not need to be composed of pixels of the source, obtaining an improved filtered version. An example of this can be observed in Fig.  16 for an HF-Reg network trained during 500 epochs for the multi-focus fusion of noisy inputs. This kind of filtering and fusion was achieved by only applying Gaussian noise with a variable variance to the sources, and applying the previously described training protocol with NPS6.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented two multi-source hourglass architectures for the multi-focus image fusion problem. The segmentation approach learns the activity level measurement by estimating the focus map of the sources. Then, the weighted average rule is applied to the fusion step. Our regression approach achieved comparable results to state-of-the-art available approaches while trained to learn both the activity level measurement and the fusion rule at once. Experiments with synthetic and real data sets evidenced the feasibility of our methods for two and multiple sources fusion. The main advantages of our approach are its simplicity and considerably improved speed when compared to current multi-focus image fusion methods while maintaining an excellent performance level. The generality of the HF-Reg approach shows the viability to perform other kinds of task like the multi-focus image fusion of noisy inputs.
